Fibroblast morphology on dynamic softening of hydrogels.
Despite cellular environments having dynamic characteristics, many laboratories utilized static polyacrylamide hydrogels to study the ECM-cell relationship. To attain a more in vivo like environment, we have developed a dynamic, DNA-crosslinked hydrogel (DNA gel). Through the controlled delivery of DNA, we can temporally decrease or increase gel stiffness while expanding or contracting the gel, respectively. These dual mechanical changes make DNA gels a cell-ECM model for studying dynamic mechano-regulated processes, such as wound healing. Here, we characterized DNA gels on a mechanical and cellular level. In contrast to our previous publication, in which we examined the increasing stiffness effects on fibroblast morphology, we examined the effects of decreased matrix stiffness on fibroblast morphology. In addition, we quantified the bulk and/or local stress and strain properties of dynamic gels. Gels generated about 0.5 Pa stress and about 6-11% strain upon softening to generate larger and more circular fibroblasts. These results complemented our previous study, where dynamic gels contracted upon stiffening to generate smaller and longer fibroblasts. In conclusion, we developed a biomaterial that increases and decreases in stiffness while contracting and expanding, respectively. We found that the dynamic deformation directionality of the matrix determined the fibroblast morphology and possibly influences function.